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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results of an experimental phonetic

study investigating the production of neutral and surprised

interrogatives in Russian. The paper describes F0 and

duration parameters of 22 one-word three-syllable ‘yes/no’

questions with the lexical stress on the penultimate syllable

pronounced by five speakers of Russian. The speaker-

independent differences between the parameters of neutral

and surprised interrogatives include total sentence duration,

pitch peak height, duration and pitch height of the accented

syllable. The study also shows that despite the existence of

common ways of expressing surprise, there is a strong

variability across the speakers in the choice of a particular

set of parameters for the expression of the neutral/surprised

interrogative contrast.

1.  INTRODUCTION

An extremely important role of prosody in the expression

of attitudes and emotions as well as the necessity of

including attitudinal and emotional aspect into speech

synthesis and recognition is now becoming widely

understood (1,2,3,4). However, the development of speech

technologies is impeded by insufficient knowledge of the

ways of expressing various emotions and attitudes in

different languages (5). For example, it is known that the

acoustic clues of the emotion of surprise are very hard for

identification even by human listeners (6,4). In particular,

very little information is available on the prosodic

characteristics of emotions and attitudes, including

surprise, in Russian. This paper investigates the acoustic

ways of expressing surprise in Russian ‘yes/no’ questions.

The most common way of posing a ‘yes/no’ question in

Russian is a rise-fall contour (in cases when post-accented

syllables are present). This study therefore focussed on the

realizations of the terminal rise-fall Fo contour across

neutral and surprised questions.

2.  MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experiment compares the parameters of 22 ‘yes/no’

questions read by five native female speakers of Russian

neutrally and with surprise. All experimental questions

consisted of one three-syllable noun with the stress on the

penultimate syllable, which also bears sentence (phrasal)

accent. The nouns were of CVCVCV syllable structure,

balanced by the type of the stressed vowel /i,e,a,o/, and

contained mostly sonorant consonants to avoid

interruptions in the Fo contour.

The list of experimental sentences with different

punctuation (“?” for questions and “??” for surprised

questions) was read by the speakers, recorded in a studio

and analyzed using ESPS Waves on a SUN workstation.

The data were manually segmented. The Fo contours were

obtained for all the data. Average parameters of the F0

contours produced by the five speakers are represented in

Figure 1. The segmented waveform and F0 trace of two

pairs of questions are shown in Figure 2.

The analyzed parameters included: segmental durations (ms), pitch height at the beginning and end of each
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segment (Hz), pitch height at the half of each vowel

duration (Hz), pitch peak height (Hz), pitch peak

alignment (ms from the stressed vowel offset), pitch

minimum in the last syllable (Hz), alignment of pitch

minimum (ms from the final vowel offset), pitch peak

plateau duration (ms). Parametric differences between the

contours in neutral and emotional questions were analyzed

using a single-factor by-speaker ANOVA .

3.  RESULTS

ANOVA demonstrated the existence of the following

speaker-independent differences between the parameters

of neutral and surprised questions. As opposed to neutral

questions, emotional questions are characterized by:

greater total sentence duration

greater accented vowel duration

lower onset of the accented vowel

higher pitch peak of the accented vowel

higher offset of the accented vowel

greater interval of the pitch rise

delayed beginning of the rising pitch movement

(the rise in neutral questions begins later in the accented

syllable.

The degree of difference in the parameter values

between the two groups of questions varies across the

speakers. For example, the average increase in the

accented vowel duration ranges from 15 to 45% for

different speakers. Speaker L demonstrates a more

significant lowering of the accented vowel onset in

emotional questions than other speakers. Speakers O and

M have very little difference in pitch height between the

two groups of sentences than other speakers. There are also

some speaker-dependent differences between the

emotional and neutral contours. For example, emotional

questions pronounced by speaker V have a rightward shift

in pitch peak alignment, which is not found in sentences

produced by other speakers.

4. CONCLUSION

The study demonstrates that some duration and pitch

parameters (total word and accented vowel duration, pitch

heights at the onset and offset of the accented vowel, pitch

peak height and intervals of pitch movements) are different

between neutral and surprised questions in spoken Russian.

The study also shows that the selection of a particular set of

the intonation parameters employed to denote surprise is

speaker-dependent.
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Figure 2. Segmented waveform of the neutral (left) and the surprised (right) ‘yes/no’ question for 2 speakers



Figure 1. Average parameters of emotional and neutral ‘yes/no’ questions pronounced by the five speakers.

  (a) Fo contours, Speaker V.
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(b) Fo contours, Speaker O.
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(c) Fo contours, Speaker L.
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(d) Fo contours, Speaker M
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(e) Fo contours, Speaker S.
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